TERM 4: WEEK 1

Normal Classes

Normal classes

Normal Classes

Normal Classes

Holidays begin

Welcome to Spring! It has been a pleasant change in the weather with warmer days encouraging the children to play on the oval. This week we have also tried out the cricket nets and practised our bowling and batting.

Miss Warby has settled in well and has very quickly worked out our daily routines and expectations. It has been a terrific opportunity for the students to show, by example, how well our classroom team works.

Susan Shiner (Relieving Principal)

EARN & LEARN

Earn and Learn has finished now so if you have any stickers still at home please send them in so we can get our final tally finalised and start to choose the items we would like.

Thank you all for your efforts, we have seen a lot of stickers pass through the office for such a small school.

PAINT SHIRTS

Our current art shirts are not protecting the school shirts from getting paint on them. Could you please send a named, oversized long sleeved shirt (old work shirt) for your child to use during our art lessons. We would like to see these in use ASAP. If you need help sourcing one please let me know.

HATS & WATER BOTTLES

Please make sure that your child has both a hat and water bottle each day so we can ensure they can play safely.

LIBRARY

Thanks to those students who located and returned their books. We are back to everyone having the chance to borrow again which is a lovely opportunity especially when I am hearing students wanting to read to younger brothers and sisters.

P&C MEETING

There will be a P&C Meeting in Wednesday at 3.15pm in the staff room at school. All are welcome to attend.